SOUTH LAKE PRIMARY SCHOOL
PLAN FOR WHOLE SCHOOL
POSITIVE BEHAVIOUR SUPPORT (PBS) 2020
CONTEXT
At South Lake PS, Positive Behaviour Support is used as a framework that creates a consistent language and
approach to teaching and managing behaviour. We strive to provide a positive learning environment where
every student feels safe, heard, respected and encouraged. Unproductive behaviours are viewed in the same
manner as learning errors - a skill deficit. When a skill deficit exists, we teach the appropriate skill. Staff
understand that all behaviour is learned and influenced by situations and environments that may occur
outside the school setting. They recognise that all behaviour serves a purpose, and by identifying the function
of these behaviours, are able to address underlying issues, modify their teaching practice and learning
environments to cater to the needs of individual students. We aim to provide all students with an
understanding of how to behave in and out of school through the explicit teaching and modelling of expected
behaviours.
The PBS Team assist and guide staff in developing and maintaining a positive school environment where
students demonstrate expected behaviours as outlined in the SLPS Behaviour Matrix. Staff are provided with
positive behaviour strategies, tools and resources to manage behaviour, reviewing existing procedures, and
developing more effective evidence based practices and policies.
WHAT IS POSITIVE BEHAVIOUR SUPPORT (PBS)
PBS is a research-based framework that is proven to create safer and more effective schools. PBS relies on
organisational change strategies to improve the social culture, learning and teaching environment in schools,
and to provide the individual behaviour supports needed to achieve academic and social success for all
students. It is a prevention model, based on the premise that all students can benefit from well-implemented,
evidence-based practices for improving student behaviour.
PBS provides an organisational approach for:
• Improving the social behavioural climate of schools
• Supporting or enhancing the impact of academic instruction on achievement
• Increasing proactive/positive/preventive management while decreasing reactive management
• Integrating academic and behaviour initiatives
• Improving support for all students, including students at risk and students with emotional behavioural
disabilities (EBD)
*Additional resources and support documents are accessible on the shared drive under PBS.
PBS AT SOUTH LAKE PS
Team Leader: Josh D’Vauz
Coach: Kylee Martin
Team Members: Leigh Liley, Dean Smart, Nicola Shepherd, Amista Nielson, Gayna Panther and Nicole King.
The PBS Team:
§ Support all staff in the implementation of PBS and the explicit teaching of expected behaviours across all
year levels and classrooms;
§ Ensures staff are familiar with the SLPS Behaviour Matrix and other PBS plans and procedures;
§ Involve staff in PBS decision making, organisation and lesson planning;
§ Plan strategies to increase student engagement and school community;
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§
§

Monitor, analyse and share behavioural data to inform decision making and future planning;
Meet at least twice a term with a set agenda.

South Lake PS Expectations
§ Be Respectful: Polite; Courteous
§ Be Resilient: Accountable; Perseverance
§ Be Safe: Care for Ourselves; Care for Others
§ Be Your Best: Do Your Best; Aim to Do Better
See Appendix A: SLPS Expectations
Behaviour Matrix
The SLPS Behaviour Matrix outlines expected behaviours of students at South Lake PS across all school settings.
It creates a common language between staff and students, directs the teaching of expected behaviours and
assists staff in recognising, acknowledging and providing feedback of student behaviour.
See Appendix B: SLPS Behaviour Matrix
SOUTH LAKE PBS PROCESSES
Acknowledgement System: Turtle Tokens (Free and Frequent)
Turtle Tokens representing each SLPS behavioural expectation are used to acknowledge and reinforce positive
behaviours. Staff distribute Turtle Tokens along with a brief reason at the time a positive behaviour occurs as
a means of providing behavioural feedback. Turtle Tokens are counted and recorded on a weekly basis onto
GradeXpert and class, faction and individual student data is used to inform reward systems to assist PBS
planning.
See Appendix C: Turtle Tokens and Appendix D: SLPS Acknowledgement Systems
PBS Lesson Schedule/Planning
The PBS Team attain staff feedback in developing a termly PBS Lesson Schedule that outlines the behaviour
expectations to be explicitly taught. Behaviour expectations being taught are clearly displayed across the
school, in the newsletter, school website and on the SLPS Focus poster in all learning areas.
Weekly PBS Lesson
During the weekly allocated PBS time, staff deliver a planned lesson (stored on the shared drive) where
students are explicitly taught an expected behaviour outlined in the SLPS PBS Behaviour Matrix, the South
Lake PS Focus. These weekly lessons involve students completing an activity in their PBS Books.
Weekly PBS Assemblies
Every Monday, a whole school PBS assembly is conducted to communicate the South Lake PS Focus and other
relevant PBS messages. During these assemblies, eight (four for each block) Turtle Tokens are drawn out for
students to win $2 PBS Canteen Vouchers. In addition, a PBS Turtle Award for classes demonstrating SLPS
expected behaviours (determined by the PBS committee) will be announced. Students reaching certain
milestones for the number of Turtle Tokens received will also be recognised during this time with wristbands.
MANAGING BEHAVIOUR AT SLPS
Student Behaviour Referral Process
Both Low Key Responses and the SLPS 123 System are used to prompt students displaying unproductive
behaviours and to direct them to the expected behaviour. Staff use In-Class Reflection areas and linked Think
About It (TAB) Rooms as needed. Staff respond to unproductive behaviours in a way that is:
Calm: Professional and composed voice tone and volume
Consistent: Respond each time a behaviour error takes place
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Brief: Short and concise response - disengage quickly
Immediate: Respond within a short time after the behaviour
Respectful: Respond politely - free of sarcasm and given in private
Specific: Identify the associated expected behaviour from the SLPS Behaviour Matrix
See Appendix E/F:: Student Behaviour Referral Process/Explained
Low Key Responses (Classroom Management Strategies - CMS)
Low key responses are used when students are demonstrating unproductive behaviours. The response is quick
and quiet – not stopping the flow of a lesson, does not allow for escalation – low emotional response and
involves minimal to no verbal contact - the classroom atmosphere remains positive or neutral.
See Appendix G: CMS Strategies
Office Referrals
Office Referrals are used when administrative support is required to address major behaviours. Admin
determines appropriate consequences as required. If necessary, admin may follow department procedures to:
See Appendix H: SLPS Office Discipline Referral
Implement Good Standing
In accordance with the Minister for Education’s statement on school violence, “Let’s Take a Stand Together,”
South Lake PS has implemented Good Standing. All students maintain Good Standing by demonstrating
expected behaviours as outlined in the SLPS PBS Matrix. Admin may apply a strike against a students’ Good
Standing as a consequence to Office Referrals or other unproductive behaviours. A loss of Good Standing
will occur if a student is suspended, in-school suspended or if a student receives three strikes against their
Good Standing. A student losing their Good Standing will have privileges removed for two weeks (privileges
may include, but are not limited to: Ripper Recess, Incursions/excursions, Choir, Interschool Sports Carnivals,
Graduation Activities, Water Fun Day and School Disco). Students regain their ‘Good Standing’ after two
weeks of continuous expected behaviour and return to ‘Good Standing’ at the commencement each school
term.
In School Withdrawal
§ A student who has not modified his/her behaviour, or whose behaviour has escalated, may be withdrawn
to the Office area. This action is determined by Administration team members.
§ The duration of the withdrawal is dependent on the behaviour with considerations of the student’s
developmental level and any other relevant factors.
§ Data is recorded onto Integris/GradeXpert and is communicated to the students’ parent and teacher as
needed (this may include an interview with the parent/teacher, phone calls or letters sent home).
§ Students are supported by administration and will not participate in classroom/whole school activities. The
student may be conferenced by a member of the administration team, chaplain or the school psychologist.
Suspension
§ It is the principal’s responsibility, as site manager to manage suspension implementation
o This does not mean the principal must personally undertake the duty. The principal is responsible
for what must happen but has discretion over how it happens on site (i.e. if both the principal and
the associate principal are absent a teacher relieving in an administrative role is authorised to
suspend)
§ The principal or relieving principal will assign a provisional suspension period, and shorten or lengthen this
period, subject to Regulation 43(1) (b), upon completing an investigation into the incident.
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§

§

The principal (or relieving principal) will notify students, caregivers/parents of the decision to suspend and
the length of the provisional suspension. At this time the parent/caregivers can provide and give reasons
against the decision to suspend, these reasons will be recorded.
Upon returning to school or prior to return to school, a documented plan may be developed for the
student.

Permanent Exclusion
§ The Principal may recommend to the Director General that a student be excluded from attending the
school. Only the Director General may exclude a student.
§ Full documentation of the school’s efforts to effect behaviour modification will be submitted to the
Regional Executive Director in support of such a recommendation.
See Appendix D: SLPS Office Discipline Referral
EMERGENCY SUPPORT
Emergency support from Admin is provided when the safety of students or staff members are at risk or if
serious damage to equipment/resources are expected. During an emergency, Admin will be contacted for
immediate support in a safe and necessary manner (including the use of a Red Card (in classrooms and staff
duty bags), phone call or supporting staff members).
Emergency support may be required if:
• Disruptive parents/carers/community members are on school grounds;
• Physical or verbal aggression occurs (student to student or student to teacher);
• Students leave the classroom without teacher permission.
*For additional information, see Emergency and Critical Incident Management Plan
CONFERENCING STUDENTS AT SLPS (RESTORATIVE APPROACH/CORRECTING BEHAVIOUR)
Staff respond to unproductive errors by reteaching, guided practice and independent practice with frequent
monitoring. In addition to explicitly teaching expected behaviours, students who are not demonstrating
expected behaviours are conferenced in order to address the behaviour and to teach what is expected. Staff
at SLPS use a restorative approach when addressing students not demonstrating expected behaviours.
Correcting Behaviour Errors:
§ Uphold the importance of expectations
§ Increases probability of future correct behaviour
§ Restores order to the learning environment
§ Decreases time out of learning/instruction
§ Interrupts the inappropriate behaviours,
§ Demonstrates care and concern by the adult
preventing practice of that behaviour
§ Builds relationships with students
§ Capitalises teachable moments
§ Maintains a positive learning environment
§ Gives the chance for the student to learn to be
successful
ABC of Behaviour
Antecedent
§
(A)
Behaviour
§
(B)
§
Consequence
§
(C)
Example:
Antecedent
(A)

§

Conditions and circumstances that increase the probability of a behaviour occurring
(what happens/happened before the behaviour occurs?)
Observable (what the student says and does in response to the antecedent)
The resulting event or outcome that occurs immediately following the behaviour.
A consequence either increases or decreases the likelihood of the behaviour occurring
again in the future
Expectations clearly displayed on the SLPS Behaviour Matrix (We line up calmly, quietly
and sensibly)
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§
§

Behaviour
(B)

§
§

Behaviour is clearly defined and taught (SLPS Focus poster, PBS Assemblies, PA
announcements and weekly PBS lessons).
Teacher clearly defines expectations/gives a pre-correct: “When I say go, we are going
to move outside and line up calmly, quietly and sensibly”
Staff actively supervise
Students move outside the classroom and line up calmly, quietly and sensibly

Teacher provides class and individual students with specific feedback and
encouragement. “… thank you for lining up calmly, quietly and sensibly.”
§ Acknowledge expected behaviour with verbal recognitions and Turtle Tokens
*Staff use the ABC of behaviour to assist in understanding why students are not demonstrating expected
behaviours and use this process when conferencing with students.
Consequence
(C)

§

SUPPORTING PLANS AND POLICIES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SLPS PBS Behaviour Matrix
Students at Educational Risk (SAER)
Emergency and Critical Incident Management Plan
Health & Well Being Plan
Aboriginal Education Plan
Aboriginal Cultural Standards Framework
Attendance Plan
Bullying Policy
Mobile Phone Policy
Classroom Management Strategies
Office Discipline Referrals
Documented Plans
Implementation of Chaplaincy Program 3 days a week
Protective Behaviours Program
School Drug Education Program
PATHS, Rocketeers, Clubs
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Appendix A: SLPS Expectations
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School
Grounds

Play Areas

Learning
Areas

South Lake
Way

when arriving before 8:30.

§ We wait in the assembly area

share with others.

§ We include, cooperate and

respect the opinions of
others.

§ We use inside voices.
§ We acknowledge and

people politely.
§ We use respectful and
appropriate language.
§ We treat the property of the
school and others with
respect.
§ We wait until our teachers
and peers have finished
speaking.

§ We use whole body listening.
§ We use manners and greet

first time.

§ We follow instructions the

Polite
Courteous

BE RESPECTFUL

appropriately.
§ We keep toilets, sinks and
floor clear of mess.

§ We use drink fountains

§ We play in our own areas.

every lesson and start work
promptly.

§ We are active participants in

own behaviour.
§ We behave sensibly and
appropriately.
§ We persist when things get
challenging.

§ We take responsibility for our

Accountable
Perseverance

BE RESILIENT

objects to ourselves.

scooters through the school
grounds.

§ We walk our bikes and

§ We wear a hat at all times.

classroom with permission
calmly, quietly and sensibly.

§ We enter and exit the

§ We walk on pathways.

and sensibly.

§ We line up calmly, quietly

§ We keep our hands, feet and

BE SAFE

Care for ourselves
Care for others

areas.

§ We sit and eat in our own

2020

after breaks ready to learn.

§ We return to class promptly

sportsmanship.

§ We display good

§ We help others do their best.

best of our ability.

§ We complete all tasks to the

achieve them.

§ We set goals and strive to

recycle and put rubbish in
the bin.

§ We clean up after ourselves,

with pride.

Do your best
Aim to do better!

BE YOUR BEST

§ We are organised.
§ We wear our school uniform

South Lake PS Behaviour Matrix

Appendix B: SLPS Behaviour Matrix
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Appendix C: Turtle Tokens
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Classroom

Faction

Individual

Free and
Frequent

As students reach milestones of 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 Turtle Tokens, they will receive a wristband.

At the weekly PBS assembly, four students from each block are drawn out to win a $2 Canteen Voucher.

Wristbands

$2 Canteen Vouchers

At the end of term, the class with the highest number of Turtle Tokens will be given a Class Party and Free Dress. Food will be
provided by the canteen (e.g. sausage sizzle, pies, sausage rolls etc.).

At the weekly PBS assembly, a Turtle Award will be presented to a class demonstrating SLPS expected behaviours (as
determined by the PBS team/Admin).

Turtle Award

As factions reach ‘x’ milestones they receive an icy pole.

Turtle Token
Class Party

Icy Poles

The graduating student demonstrating notable positive throughout the year will receive the P&C PBS Graduation Award.

Teachers nominate students demonstrating positive behaviours in class, a student is randomly drawn for this list to receive a
$30 Gateways Voucher, other nominated students receive a San Churros voucher.

Gateways
Encouragement Award
Aussie of the Month

P&C PBS
Graduation Award

Fortnightly Merit Certificates and a Star Award given to students exhibiting positive behaviours at the whole school assembly.

At the end of term 4, all students demonstrating SLPS expected behaviours will attend a Wet Fun Day (activities include a
water slide, sausage sizzle, games etc.).

Wet Fun Day

Merit Certificates
and Star Award

At the end of the year, all students demonstrating SLPS expected behaviours will be given a Class Party. Class teachers will
organise the details of their parties with their students.

At the end of term, the students on the Top 10 Leader Board attend a Pizza Party lunch.

Each week during terms 1 and 4, all students demonstrating SLPS expected behaviours will participate in group activities run
by staff.

End of Year Class Party

End of Term
Pizza Party

Clubs

Every three weeks during terms 2 and 3, all students demonstrating SLPS expected behaviours will be given an extended
recess.

The Student from each class with the most Turtle Tokens will be recorded on the Top 10 Leader Board.

Weekly Top 10
Leader Board

Ripper Recess

Students receive Turtle Tokens when demonstrating SLPS expected behaviours.

Turtle Tokens

South Lake PS PBS
Acknowledgement Systems 2020

Appendix D: SLPS Acknowledgement Systems
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Appendix E: Student Behaviour Referral Process

South Lake PS

Student Behaviour Referral Process
All Responses are:
Calm - Consistent – Brief – Immediate – Respectful - Private

Minor

Major

Staff Managed
CMS/123

•
•
•

Admin Managed
Office Discipline Referral

CMS
Low Key Response
(prompt)
Re-Direct (state the
expected behaviour)
Re-teach (tell, show,
practise, encourage)

1
Think About It
• Provide Choice

•
•
•
•
•
•

Admin Actions
Review
Determine Consequences
Enter Data
If required, communication
with parent/carer
Feedback to Teacher

Minor Continues
or Intensifies

2
In-Class Reflection
• Conference
3
TAB Room
• Conference

•

Teaching

Provide specific positive
feedback, teaching and
encouragement of
expected behaviours

Minor Behaviour Improves

Optional Recording
on GradeXpert
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Appendix F: Student Behaviour Referral Process Explained

South Lake PS

Student Behaviour Referral Process Explained
All Responses are: Calm - Consistent – Brief – Immediate – Respectful - Private

Important Definitions:
Calm: Use a professional and composed voice tone and volume
Consistent: Respond each time a behaviour error takes place
Brief: Short and concise response – disengage quickly
Immediate: Respond within a short time after the social learning error takes place
Respectful: Polite response free of sarcasm, given in private
Specific: Identify the observable behaviour from the SLPS Behaviour Matrix that was violated
Logical Choice/Consequence*: A choice given to students between either following an expected behaviour or a logical consequence that
directly relates to the inappropriate behaviour. This teaches students the hows and whys of good decision making.

Minor

Major

Staff Managed
CMS/123

Admin Managed
Office Discipline Referral

Pre-Correct
Provide all students clear behavioural
expectations of what is expected during
activities to give students the greatest chance
of success
Classroom Management Strategies
§ Non-Verbal
§ Minimal Verbal
§ Modelling Appropriate Behaviour
§ Responding to Appropriate
Behaviour
§ The Pause
§ Proximity
§ The Look
§ Winning Over

§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Signal to Begin
Transition
Planned Ignore
Come on back
Type of Response
Deal with the Problem not the
Student
Deal with Allies First

§

1: Think About It
§ At a 1, the student is briefly reminded of the
expected behaviour
§ Students are provided a logical choice/
consequence* related to the behaviour

2: In-Class Reflection
§ At a 2, the student moves to the In-Class
Reflection Area
§ Students are conferenced as soon as
appropriate and taught what the expected
behaviour is with direct reference to the SLPS
Behaviour Matrix

§
§
§
§
§

Admin Actions
Review
Determine Consequences
Enter Data
If required, communication
with parent/carer
Feedback to Teacher

Minor Continues
or Intensifies

3: TAB Room
§ At a 3, the student moves to a TAB Room
§ At the next major break or when appropriate,
the student is conferenced and taught what the
expected behaviour is with direct reference to
the SLPS Behaviour Matrix
§ If a student refuses a TAB room, complete an
Office Discipline Referral

Teaching
§ Provide specific positive feedback, teaching
and encouragement of expected behaviours
§ Staff teach expected behaviours as needed in
individual classrooms
§ Behavioural data informs the planning of SLPS
Focus of the Fortnight, weekly lessons and
information communicated through PBS
assemblies, PA announcements and the
newsletter.

Minor Behaviour Improves
§ Students are acknowledged with Turtle Tokens and verbal
praise
§ 4:1 - 4 positives to every 1 negative

Optional Recording on GradeXpert
§ If necessary, record minor behaviours under notes on GradeXpert.
§ Behavioural records are maintained outside of GradeXpert as needed by staff.
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Appendix G: CMS Strategies
§ Non-Verbal – The skill of using body language to communicate that a behaviour is unproductive. They
require that the student can see the teacher. Examples include finger motions, a shake of the head.
§ Minimal verbal – The skill of using as few words as possible to communicate that a behaviour is
unproductive. Be aware of the power of intonation and syllable emphasis. Be aware of body language.
§ Modelling Appropriate Behaviour – The public praising of a specific appropriate behaviour so a
student to influence the behaviours of others. Use a friendly and encouraging tone. Overt use of voice
so that other students hear it.
§ Responding to appropriate behaviour – The public praising of a specific appropriate behaviour of a
student to reinforce that behaviour for the student. Use a friendly and encouraging tone. Can be
delivered as a private dialogue.
§ The Pause – To deliberately stop speaking to communicate that a specific behaviour is unproductive.
§ Proximity – When a teacher moves around the room during a task. Involves calm and neutral body
language. It is often combined with scanning and private dialogue. Be aware of personal space.
§ The Look – The deliberate use of extended eye contact towards a specific student. Eye contact with
the student that conveys your awareness of their behaviour and a message to stop.
§ Winning Over- The skills employed to encourage students to bond positively with the teacher. Be
sincere. Can be academic, social or personal.
§ Signal to begin – A routine sequence of teacher behaviours that results in whole class attention on
the teacher e.g. cue, active pause and room scan, low key response for non-compliant students,
reinforce appropriate student behaviour e.g. thank you.
§ Transition- - A sequence of teacher instructions that create orderly movement of students and/or
equipment. This sequence includes; a signal to begin, a statement when the students will move, a
statement of what actions are expected of them, a statement of who will move, check for
understanding, a statement to move, monitoring and using proximity, provide specific and positive
feedback.
§ Planned Ignore – The intentional ignoring of a low level unproductive behaviour. Involves withholding
visual and verbal cues of attention towards the student’s behaviour. Only to be used for low level
behaviours or if the behaviour is not interfering with the learning of others.
§ Private Dialogue – A conversation between a teacher and a particular student that is conducted so
the audience is reduced to a minimal level. The teacher positions themselves to be physically close to
the student/s and drops their voice to an intimate level.
§ Come on Back – What the teacher says or does to bring the student back into the lesson in a positive
way, as soon as possible after an intervention responding to an unproductive behaviour. Deliberate
acknowledgement of the efforts of the student, or provision of an opportunity for them to re-engage.
§ Type of response – To explicitly indicate to the students how they should respond during class
interactions e.g. hands up, no hands, I’ll choose, tell your partner, think to yourself, write it down etc.
This helps to prevent uncontrolled interactions and manage escalation. Reduces opportunities for
attention seeking students.
§ Deal with the Problem and not the student – Where the teacher focuses on the student behaviour
rather than on the student intentions or student personality traits. By dealing with the student, we are
not being judgemental on a personal level, and this not inviting a power struggle. It is usually an action
or minimal verbal request responding to a physical because e.g. ‘ruler please’
§ Deal with Allies First – During an intervention with a student, to first neutralise the involvement of
other students who seek to prolong or escalate the initial disruption. This reduces the chance that the
situation will escalate by spreading and helps maintain positive cohesion. Use low key skills to shut
down the interference before continuing to manage the original student.
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Other:

¨

Undercover Area

Basketball Courts

¨

¨

Bullying

Verbal abuse

Physical aggression

Disruption

Non-compliance

2: In-Class Reflection
3: TAB Room

¨
¨

__________________________________________________________________________

¨

¨

Parent Contacted

by Admin:

¨ Community Service

No

Yes

No

by Admin:

Parent Interview Required

______________________________

¨

¨

No

Yes

Date: ___________________

Entered onto GradeXpert:

¨

¨

No

Yes

Admin Signature: ____________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

¨ Other:

¨

¨ Loss of Activity/Break

Yes

¨ Intervention Support

¨

¨ Calm Down Time

Letter Home Requested by Teacher

¨ Out of School Suspension

No

¨ In School Suspension

¨

¨ Supported Re-Entry to Class

Yes

¨ Student Admin Conference

Parent Interview Required by Teacher

Administration Comments:

No

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

¨

¨ Withdrawal

Yes

Shadow Duty Teacher

Instructed to Cease Behaviour

¨ Student Teacher Conference

¨

____________________________

Other:

Inappropriate language

Stealing

Exiting class, no permission

Not returning to class

Administration Consequences:

Parent Contacted by Teacher

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

¨

¨

4 Positives to 1 Negative (4:1)

¨

1: Think About It

¨

__________________________________________________________________________

¨
¨
¨
¨
¨

Teacher Actions – Playground:

Classroom Management Strategies

¨

Teacher Actions – Classroom:

¨
¨
¨
¨
¨

Behaviour of Concern:

__________________________________________________________________________

Details:

B Block wet area

A Block Wet Area

Specialist Class

____________________________

Transition to Class

¨

Oval

¨

¨ After School

Toilet

¨

¨

¨ Lunch

B Block Playground

¨

¨

¨ Recess

A Block Playground

¨

¨

¨ Class M / BL / AL

Class

ECE playground

¨

¨

Location in the School:

¨ Before School

Time of Day:

o Deputy

o Principal

o EA

o Class

o Relief

Admin Referred to:

Referring Staff Member Name: ________________________________________________________

o Duty

Time: ________________________________

Other Students Involved: ______________________________________________________________

o Specialist

Date: ________________________________

Room: ______________

Student: ______________________________________________

Calm – Consistent – Brief – Immediate – Respectful – Private

SLPS Office Behaviour Referral

Appendix H: SLPS Office Referral
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